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Evaluation of two underwater biopsy probes for
in situ collection of shark tissue samples
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ABSTRACT: The design and practicality of underwater biopsy probes was investigated for the in situ
collection of shark tissue for molecular analysis. Two probe designs were tested, differing in the structure of their penetrating barrel. The first probe design (Type I) had rearward-facing teeth cut into the
barrel, while the second design (Type II) used dental broaches to retain the tissue. Both probe designs
successfully retained an average of over 50 mg of skin and muscle tissue, with Type II probes showing a greater consistency in the weight of tissue retained. Type II probes took longer to prepare
before each use; however, they are favored for low-abundant species where a higher retention rate
of tissues is important. Both types of probe were easily disassembled underwater, allowing the barrel
of tissue to be placed into preservative immediately. Underwater biopsy probing is advantageous as
it reduces stress and injury to individuals that can be approached by divers. It also removes the difficulties of animal procurement and restraint. For marine species that are difficult to capture or have
low population numbers, tissue collection by biopsy probe is a highly desirable method of obtaining
samples.
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Investigation of a population’s genetic structure requires the collection of tissue samples from individuals
for DNA analysis. To date, the majority of shark and
ray genetic analyses have been undertaken on visceral
or muscle tissue (Heist et al. 1996, Delarbre et al. 1998,
Sandoval-Castillo et al. 2004). This has invariably
involved the sacrifice of the study animals, either
through commercial sources or research collections.
Non-lethal collections of genetic material (such as fin
clippings) are uncommon and usually only carried out
in conjunction with tag and release studies (Feldheim
et al. 2001). Unfortunately, even tag and release techniques require the capture and surfacing of individuals, usually through netting or line fishing. This can
result in stress and injury to the animal, or even death
(Hoffmayer & Parsons 2001, Sundström & Gruber
2002). Net and line fishing techniques also result in the
capture of incidental or by-catch species (Francis et al.
2001, Notarbartolo-di-Sciara et al. 2003).

Many exploited shark populations are currently in
decline (Campana et al. 2002, Baum et al. 2003) or low
in abundance (Graham et al. 2001, Baum & Myers
2004). Shark species often have limited resilience to
exploitation due to their life history traits of late age at
maturity and low fecundities (Holden 1974). Especially
at risk are medium to large coastal sharks (Smith et al.
1998, Frisk et al. 2001). In situations involving rare or
declining populations, it is important to streamline the
techniques for successful data collection while minimizing the impact on sampled individuals.
Non-lethal tissue collections are commonly taken
from wild cetaceans. These involve the firing of stainless steel darts to retain a plug of skin and blubber
(Aguilar & Nadal 1984, Barrett-Lennard et al. 1996).
Researchers approach the target animal on boats,
firing the darts with crossbows (Hooker et al. 2001),
above-water spearguns (Borrell et al. 2004) or modified
rifles (Krützen et al. 2002). Equivalent underwater
techniques do not appear to have been developed. For
shark species found in shallow waters, underwater col-
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lection of tissue samples allows divers to select specific
animals to sample without the need for capture or
restraint. This study evaluated the design and practicality of 2 types of underwater biopsy probe to collect
skin and muscle tissue samples from reef sharks for
molecular analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two types of biopsy probe were machined from mild
stainless steel, differing only in the structure of the
penetrating barrel. In the first probe, a series of three
4 mm rearward-facing notches were cut into the
barrel to retain tissue (Fig. 1A–C). In the second probe,
2 Kerr 21 mm ISO4 barbed broaches (dental probes)
were twisted together and positioned inside the barrel
of the probe (Fig. 1D–E). The dental broaches had
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rearward-facing serrated barbs running along their
length and were held in place by the barrel-retaining
pin (Fig. 1A). Two indents were made halfway down
the barrel of the second probe to constrict the bore of
the barrel. Both types of barrel had a small (2.4 mm)
hole at their base to allow effusion of water from the
barrel as it pushed into the shark. Biopsy probes were
screwed to the end of an 1100 mm spear and fired from
a medium-pressured Mares Cyrano 1100 pneumatic
speargun.
Three species of reef shark (Family Carcharhinidae)
were sampled at the Cocos (Keeling) southern atoll
(12° 08’ S, 96° 52’ E) and Marquesas Island group
(08° 56’ S, 140° 07’ W). Sharks were targeted at an
angle ca. 20° from perpendicular, with biopsy probes
shot into the dorsal musculature below the first dorsal
fin. Distance to sharks sampled ranged between 2 and
5 m. After use, probe barrel assemblies were soaked in
a 42 g l–1 solution of sodium hypochlorite (household
bleach) for 30 min to remove any remaining traces of
tissue before rinsing in fresh water.
Probed tissue wet wt was measured to 5 decimal
places using a Mettler AE240 electronic balance. DNA
was subsequently extracted from the tissues based on
the protocols of Sunnucks & Hales (1996). The standard weight of tissue used per DNA extraction was
3 mg. All biopsy probe samples retaining at least 3 mg
of tissue were therefore considered successful.
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Fig. 1 (A) Complete biopsy probe with Type I barrel insert.
Dashed lines indicate extent of barrel inside the probe.
(B, C) lateral and aerial views of Type I barrel insert and
(D, E) Type II barrel insert. wh: water effusion hole; rp: barrel
retaining pin; db: dental broaches used with Type II barrel.
Scale bar applicable to (A) only

Tissue samples were obtained from the whitetip reef
shark Triaenodon obesus, the grey reef whaler Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos, and the blacktip reef shark
C. melanopterus. All sharks sampled were between
1.1 and 1.4 m total length and weighed ca. 10 to 12 kg.
Biopsy samples obtained usually consisted of a circular
patch of skin, with muscle tissue attached. Probes penetrated no further than the retaining pin (ca. 25 mm),
leaving a 5 mm diameter external lesion in the shark.
Tissues from the 3 species were pooled for analyses.
Both probe types retained on average over 50 mg of
tissue per use (Fig. 2). The mean tissue retention rate
did not differ significantly between the 2 probe types
(t-test; t = 0.08, p > 0.05). Type I probes had a greater
variance; however, the standard errors of each probe
type were similar due to the greater sample size of
Type I probe data. The weight of tissue removed from
each shark was ca. 0.0005% of body weight.
Three milligrams was the standard weight of tissue
used in DNA extractions. This weight was therefore
considered the benchmark for a ‘successful’ tissue collection. Although both probe types tested retained tissue, Type II probes retained a higher proportion of
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Fig. 2. Mean wet weight of tissue retained from reef sharks
using Type I and Type II biopsy probes

analyzable tissue than Type I probes (Table 1). The
dental broaches were efficient at holding the tissue,
while the indents in the barrel compressed the tissue
slightly, allowing the broaches a better grip. However,
the increased efficiency of Type II probes was balanced by the longer preparation time required before
each use. The dental broaches required individual
alignment with tweezers prior to each use. This alignment took up to 5 min per probe. Probe Type I required
no such preparation.

DISCUSSION
The use of underwater biopsy probes allowed the
collection of shark tissue for molecular analysis, without the capture or restraint of individuals. Once the
diver was within spearing range of the shark, both
probe types offered a rapid and simple technique for
taking skin and muscle tissue samples from selected
individuals. Both types of probe were easy to disassemble underwater and allowed immediate preservation of tissues. Although the mean wet wt of tissue collected was similar for both probes, Type II probes were
found to deliver the most consistent results. In situations where rare species are under investigation, it is
important to maximize the success rate of sampling. As
such, it is worth the additional preparation time
required for Type II probes to obtain a higher proportion of successful tissue retentions. The benefit of

Type I probes lies in their minimal preparation time.
When the number of target individuals is not a limitation, the ease of preparation of Type I probes may outweigh the lower successful tissue retention rates. With
advances in molecular extraction protocols, DNA can
now be successfully extracted from tissue quantities as
small as 1 mg (Kasajima et al. 2004). If protocols such
as this can be used on shark tissues, the successful
retention rate of Type I probes will improve.
Female sharks are often seen with significantly
greater injury from mating, caused by the male grasping the female with his teeth during copulation (Whitney et al. 2004). Female sharks and rays compensate
for this mating behavior by having dermal layers up to
50% thicker than males (Kajiura et al. 2000). Male and
female Triaenodon obesus are also often sighted with
dermal abrasions incurred through foraging through
the reef matrix (W. Robbins field obs.). Differences in
dermal thickness presented no problem for the biopsy
probes as the protocol used extracted DNA from both
muscle and skin samples. Probed individuals of both
sexes were sighted up to 5 d after sampling, with no
obvious distress or adverse behavior.
Underwater tissue sampling has a number of practical advantages. It allows the user to actively select the
target animals, as opposed to non-selective techniques
(e.g. line-fishing), which may also result in the catch of
non-target individuals or species. Species vary in their
predisposition to attractants such as baited hooks, both
in terms of catch rates and catchability (Compagno
1984, Berkeley & Campos 1988). Hence the ability to
target only the animals required increases costefficiency through reduced sampling time. Stress and
injury risk in target animals are reduced, as capturing
and surfacing with nets or lines is avoided. Fibronecrosis, luminal obstructions and bacterial infections associated with individuals ingesting and retaining hooks
are also avoided (Borucinska et al. 2002). It should be
noted, however, that the lack of removal of individuals,
together with the minimal scarring from the biopsy
probes, requires the user to take caution so that they
do not accidentally resample the same individuals.
While this study focused on coral reef carcharhinids,
underwater biopsy probes are likely to be successful
with other benthic or coastal sharks. Orectolobids
(wobbegongs), ginglymostomatids (nurse sharks),

Table 1. Variation in the wet weight of tissue collected and percent retention with 2 types of biopsy probe
Probe type

Type I
Type II

Minimum tissue
retained (mg)

Maximum tissue
retained (mg)

% Tissue
retention

% Successful
retention (> 3 mg)

Number of trials

0.5
6.6

384
122

87
91

70
91

37
11
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other carcharhinids (such as Negaprion sp.) and heterodontids (horn sharks) are all possible candidates for
sampling with this technique. Although not trialed,
rare or endangered species of ray such as Mobulidae
(devilrays) may also be sampled with biopsy probes.
These animals are often found in shallow coral reef
waters and are approachable by divers. Biting of the
female also occurs in this species during mating (Yano
et al. 1999); hence these females would be familiar
with dermal abrasions.
Probe tissue collection is also suitable for larger
teleostean fishes. Low-density or patchily distributed
species such as Cheilinus undulatus and Bolbometapon muricatum are both thought to be highly vulnerable to fishing pressure (Sadovy et al. 2003, Donaldson
& Dulvy 2004). This technique offers a non-lethal alternative when only genetic samples are required.
Opportunistic sampling showed that the probes also
retain the large scales of both species, providing a
greater amount of tissue available for molecular analysis. Obtaining tissue samples through minimally invasive sampling techniques benefits both the study species and the researcher. When the sacrifice of animals
is not necessary, these benefits make the use of biopsy
probes highly desirable.
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